
please approve in written form as quickly as possible to meet the delivery date

scale 1:1pencil configuration:

pencil, round

Attention!  Please check this proof carefully. The colours and the printing-motif may vary from the original. After approval we cannot accept any responsibility or liability for any possible mistakes.
Please note that some light printing colours eventually need to be double printed against extra charge. If pencils are supplied sharpened, graphite dust can cause slight soiling.

please approve the print by email.Print approval: Please send your change requests by email.Changes / Corrections:

1-4 colors: maximum printing size: 19 x 130 mm

printing area:

1-4 colors: maximum printing size: 19 x 45 mm

printing area:

printing status: ca. 1,3 cm from the end of the pencil

proof



please approve in written form as quickly as possible to meet the delivery date

scale 1:1pencil configuration:

pencil, round printing status: ca. 1,3 cm from the end of the pencil

Attention!  Please check this proof carefully. The colours and the printing-motif may vary from the original. After approval we cannot accept any responsibility or liability for any possible mistakes.
Please note that some light printing colours eventually need to be double printed against extra charge. If pencils are supplied sharpened, graphite dust can cause slight soiling.

please approve the print by email.Print approval: Please send your change requests by email.Changes / Corrections:

printing area:

printing area:

proof stamping

max. two colored: maximum printing size: ca. 4,1 - 4,2 x 80 mm*

max. two colored: maximum printing size: ca. 4,1 - 4,2 x 45 mm* *maximum size is depending on the printing motif



please approve in written form as quickly as possible to meet the delivery date

scale 1:1pencil configuration:

pencil, round

Attention!  Please check this proof carefully. The colours and the printing-motif may vary from the original. After approval we cannot accept any responsibility or liability for any possible mistakes.
Please note that some light printing colours eventually need to be double printed against extra charge. If pencils are supplied sharpened, graphite dust can cause slight soiling.

please approve the print by email.Print approval: Please send your change requests by email.Changes / Corrections:

printing area:

printing area:

proof digital printing

 

1-4 colors: maximum printing size: ca 4,7 - 5,7 x 160 mm*

1-4 colors: maximum printing size: ca 4,7 - 5,7 x 70 mm* *maximum size is depending on the printing motif


